
The spatial distribution of a population represents an important tool to design samples and its use 
increased in the last decades as the GIS and GPS technologies made more and more cheap to add 
information regarding the exact or estimated position for each record in the frame. In most 
environmental surveys the spatial attributes are even used as a criterion to define the statistical units. 
Points, lines and portions of land are widely used in this filed to identify an object to be observed or 
measured. However it is a quite common practice within National Statistical Offices to add the 
available data on the spatial characteristics of each entity to the sampling frames used for social and 
economic surveys. These data may represent a source of auxiliaries that can be helpful to design 
effective sampling strategies that, assuming that the observed phenomenon is related with the spatial 
features of the population, could gather a considerable gain in their efficiency by a proper use of these 
particular information. A set of MCMC-based methods for selecting samples from a spatial finite 
population that are balanced on some covariates and/or well spread over the population in every 
dimension, without the use of any spatial stratification is presented. The within sample distance 
matrix is summarized in a descriptive index which is used to define the probability p(s) of each sample 
to be selected. A set of units with higher within sample distance will be selected with higher 
probability than a set of nearby units. Through the standardization of the distance matrix these 
algorithms can be used to produce equal and unequal probability samples either exact when a linear 
index is used to summarize the matrix or approximate when products and powers of the mean distance 
are used. The high flexibility of the selection algorithm can make possible numerous extensions to 
deal with some practical topics that are usually met in spatial surveys such as the sample coordination 
and the spread of units belonging to different domains. Some examples on real and simulated data 
show that the designs gives estimates that are better than those obtained by using a classical solution 
as the Generalized Random Tessellation Stratified (GRTS) design and that often are even slightly 
better than those obtained by using recently proposed selection procedures as the Spatially Correlated 
Poisson Sampling (SCPS) and the Pivotal method. With respect to the Cube method and to these 
distance based methods the proposed algorithms, even if in their nature they are computationally 
intensive, seems to represent interesting alternative solutions even faster when dealing with large 
population frames.  
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